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1) Hwang Chin-i, Maehwa and Kuji are only few of the most famous kinyǒ poetess of the Chosǒn
period. Although the name Hwang Chin-i seems to be her real name, such cases are rare. Most of
these women are generally known only by their artistic name, as real names of kisaeng in the
majority of cases has not been transmitted. As members of the lowborn, they did not have surnames
and also biographical data on them is in general very scanty. A list of ki names has been included
in Appendix A at p. 163 - the list includes all names of ki found in the main historical source
consulted for this study, i.e. the Annals of the Chosǒn Dynasty. The list provides us with evidence
that ki names were not structured like normal anthroponyms and certainly, in the majority of cases,
they lacked surnames.
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2) A comprehensive bibliography in Pak Ǔl-su, Han'guk sijo taesajǒn (朴乙洙, 韓國時調大事典), Seoul:
1992, contains over 100 titles of articles and monographies on the literary contribution of kisaeng to
the history of Korean literature.
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3) A few titles of studies undertaken in this regard are: Sǒk In-gyǒng, Chosǒn-cho kinyǒ-poksik-ko (석
인경 朝鮮朝 妓女服飾考), Master Degree thesis, Yihwa [Ehwa] Women's University, Seoul: 1984; Yi
Ok-yǒn, Chosǒn-sidae kinyǒbok-ǔi chohyǒngjǒk punsǒk mit 'dijain' yǒn'gu (李玉蓮, 朝鮮時代 妓女服의
造形的 分析 및 디자인 硏究), Master Degree thesis, Yihwa [Ehwa] Women's University, Seoul: 1986.
Other titles of literature on the same subject have been omitted, as not related to the historical
period analysed in this work.
4) In this work translated as "Annals of the Chosǒn Dynasty". Hereafter Annals. See also to the section
"The Source" in the Introduction, for more information on this primary source.
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5) Hereafter KT.
6) This figure indicates the total number of ki-related occurrences reported in the primary source.
Refer to Tab. 1 for detailed information on the occurrency of each term.
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7) These descriptions are quotations of English translations by McCarthy, K. L. Kisaeng in the Koryǒ
period, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1991. This work is the only
comprehensive analysis of kisaeng during the Koryǒ dynasty available. It concentrated on records on
kisaeng contained in the "History of Koryǒ" (Koryǒsa 高麗史), in the "Collection to Dispel Leisure"
(P'ahan chip 破閑集) by Yi In-ro (1152-1220), a poet of the Koryǒ period, in the "Collection to
Relieve Idleness" (Pohan chip 補閑集) by Ch'oe Cha (1187-1260) and in "The Collected Writings of
Minister Yi of Korea" (Tongguk Yi Sangguk chip 東國李相國集), by Yi Kyu-bo (1168-1241), one of
the greatest poets of the Koryǒ period.
8) McCarthy, ibid., p. 55.
9) McCarthy, ibid., p. 192.
10) Hunmong chahoe, chung, 2a: 妓 녀계기 俗呼作樂之妓曰彈的, (Han'guk kojǒn ch'ongsǒ 1. [Ǒhangnyu]
Hunmong chahoe. Seoul: 1972)
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11) The titles have been taken from Han'guk-ǔi Mi, (The Beauty of Korea), 24 voll., 6th ed., Seoul:
1994
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12) Even though the period under study is the entire Chosǒn dynasty (1392-1910), the last occurrence
regarding ki in the historical source is recorded during king Ch'ǒlchong's reign (1849-1863).
13) Refer to note no. 2 in the Introduction.
14) The English translation is my own, based on an interpretation explained in the following footnote.
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15) From the Preface by the author in Yi Chae-gon (transl.) Yi Nǔng-hwa 조선해어화사 (朝鮮妓生史)
Chosŏn haeŏhwasa (Chosŏn kinyŏsa), Munye sinsŏ 29, Tongmunsŏn, Seoul: 1992. The original
version of the book is in Sino-Korean (朝鮮解語花史) A word-by-word translation of the title is:
"History of Flowers Who Could Understand Language". The term 'Flowers' is meant as a reference
to kisaeng. Kisaeng are here described as educated women who could read and write (reference to
their ability to "understand language").
16) Kim Tong-uk "Kinyǒsa-sǒsǒl", in Asea yǒsǒng yǒn'gu, vol. 5, Seoul: 1966.
17) The mudang (巫堂 shaman) is a male or female figure connected to Shamanism, believed to have
the power to establish a connection between heavenly and earthly matters. According to Hultkrantz,
A. Ecological and Phenomenological Aspects of Shamanism, quoted in Choi, Chungmoo, The
Competence of Korean Shamans as Performers of Folklore, Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana University,
1987, p. 26, the shaman is someone who 1) establishes contacts with the supernatural world, 2) is
the intermediary between the human group and the supernaturals, 3) receives inspiration from
guardians or helping spirits and 4) has ecstatic experience.
18) See section 2.1, for a further elaboration of these two theories.
19) Work in three volumes published for the first time in 1972. The fourth edition was published in
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1993.
20) Published in 1990 by Minǔmsa Publishers, Seoul.
21) The author has researched extensively on palace women and on the life of women members of the
Yi royal family, of the Chosǒn period (1392-1910). Her most representative works are listed in the
bibliography.
22) Please refer to the table presented in Chap. 4, p. 70 of the present work.
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23) Hunmong chahoe (訓蒙字會 Collection of Chinese Characters for Teaching Purposes). The quote
with the original text has been given in note no. 10.
24) More on namak will be introduced in 4.2.1.
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25) In these cases both Sino-Korean versions of the term (娼妓 and 倡妓) appear.
26) The Chosǒn regional administration system was formally structured in: Mok, tae tohobu, tohobu,
kun, hyǒn (two grades) and pugok, with the mok having the highest ranking magistrates and the
pugok having none, they being subordinated to other districts. The titles of the magistrates for each
administrative unit are: moksa (rank 3a), tae toho pusa (3a), toho pusa (3b), kunsu (4b), hyǒllyǒng
(5b) and hyǒn'gam (6b). The tae toho pusa and the toho pusa were usually simply referred to as
pusa. The pu'gi were thus ki registered at the highest administrative provincial structure.
27) Sejong sillok, kwǒn 75, p. 23; b: 14-15 (...) 咸吉道監司曰 古者邊鎭置娼妓以待軍士之無妻者(...).
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28) Please refer to section 4.2.2.2.b for more particulars on Aejong‘s story.
29) For more information on this subject, refer to section 4.2.2. dedicated to the ǔinyǒ development.
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30) Sin Yun-bok (1758-?) "A Courtesan", album leaf, ink and colour on silk, 28,4 x 19.0 cm, National
Museum of Korea (Plate no. 1); "Portrait of a Beautiful Woman", ink and colour on silk, 113.9 x
45.6 cm, National Museum of Korea (Plate no. 2 and 3); Anonymous "Portrait of a Beauty", light
colour on paper, 117 x 49 cm, Private collection, South Chǒlla province (Plate no. 4) and Yu
Un-hong "Kinyǒ", colour on paper, 23.9 x 36.2 cm, Provate collection, Seoul (Plate no. 5).
31) Ch'oe Suk-kyǒng and Ha Hyǒn-kang, Han'guk yǒsǒng-sa, p. 503.
32) Kim Yong-suk, Han'guk yǒsoksa, p. 211.
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33) For the completion of this section I wish to thank Gary K. Ledyard, King Sejong Professor of
Korean Studies at Columbia University, New York, for his highly stimulating and scholarly advice
provided during an exchange of electronic mail messages in November 1996.
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34) This is the English title given on the cover.
35) Hereafter referred to as RS.
36) The introduction to both sillok compilations is the same. Only the title of the sillok changes, as
indicated in square brackets.
37) Royal diaries beginning with the first month of the 36th year (1760) of King Yǒngjo's reign until
the 4th year of reign of King Sunjong (1910) which also was the closing year of the Chosǒn
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dynasty.
38) From the Preface to the RS, vol. 377 and vol. 400.
39) The year calculation is made according to the system of the Ten Celestial Stems (Sip-ch'ǒn'gan 十
天干) and the Twelve Earthly Branches (Sipi-chiji 十二地支), based on the principle of the cyclical
repetition of events.
40) For a complete statistical overview of the computer-guided search, please Table no. 1.
41) Kwǒn (卷) (Chin. quan,) and ch'aek (冊) (Chin. ce). Peterson, M. refers to kwǒn as "internal"
volumes and to ch'aek as "external" volumes in his article: "The Sejong sillok", in Kim-Renaud Y.K.
(ed.) King Sejong the Great, the Light of 15th Century Korea, Washington DC: 1992, p. 16.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
TOT

TITLE

COMPILATION PERIOD

PUBLICATION DATE

T'aejo sillok
Chǒngjong sillok
T'aejong sillok
Sejong sillok
Munjong sillok
Tanjong sillok
Sejo sillok
Yejong sillok
Sǒngjong sillok
Yǒnsan'gun Ilgi
Chungjong sillok
Injong sillok
Myǒngjong sillok
Sǒnjo sillok
Sǒnjo sujǒng s.
Kwanghaegun Ilgi
Kwanghaegun Ilgi
Injo sillok
Hyojong sillok
Hyǒnjong sillok
Hyǒnjong kaesu

T'aejong 10/01-13/03
Sejong 06/03-08/08
Sejong 06/03-13/03
Munjong 02/03-Tanjong 02/03
Tanjong 02/03-Sejo 01/11
Sejo 10 - Yejong 01
Yejong 01/04-Sǒngjong 02/12
Sǒngjong 02/12-03/05
Yǒnsan'gun 01/04-05/02
Chungjong 02/06-04/09
Myǒngjong 01/Fall-05/10
Myǒngjong 01/Fall-05/09
Sǒnjo 01/09-04/04
Kwanghaegun 01/07-08/11
Injo 21/07-Hyojong 08/09
Injo 02/07-11/12
Chǒngjoksan copy
Hyojong 01/08 - 04/06
Hyǒnjong 01/05-02/02
Sukjong 01/05-03/02
Sukjong 06/07-09/03
Kyǒngjong
00/11-Yǒngjo

T'aejong 13 (1413)
Sejong 8 (1426)
Sejong 13 (1431)
Tanjong 2 (1454)
Sejo 1 (1455)
Yejong 1 (1469)
Sǒngjong 2 (1471)
Sǒngjong 3 (1472)
Yǒnsan'gun 5 (1499)
Chungjong 4 (1509)
Myǒngjong 5 (1550)
Myǒngjong 5 (1550)
Sǒnjo 4 (1571)
Kwanghaegun 8 (1616)
Hyojong 8 (1657)
Injo 11 (1633)

Sukjong sillok

CH'AEK

Hyojong 4 (1653)
Hyǒnjong 2 (1661)
Sukjong 3 (1677)
Sukjong 9 (1683)

KWǑN

3
1
16
67
6
6
18
3
47
17
53
2
21
116
8
64
40
50
22
23
29

15
6
36
163
13
14
49
8
297
63
105
2
34
221
42
187
187
50
21
22
28

04/03
Kyǒngjong sillok Yǒngjo 02 - 08/02
Kyǒngjong sujǒng Chǒngjo 02/02-05/07
Yǒngjo sillok
Chǒngjo 01/05-05/07
Chǒngjo sillok
Sunjo 00/12-05/08
Sunjong sillok
Hǒnjong 01/05-04/04i

Yǒngjo 4 (1728)

73

65

Yǒngjo 8 (1732)
Chǒngjo 5 (1781)
Chǒngjo 5 (1781)
Sunjo 5 (1805)
Hǒnjong 4 (1838)

Hǒnjong sillok
Ch'ǒlchong sillok

Ch'ǒlchong 2 (1851)
Kojong 2 (1865)

7
3
83
56
36
9
9

15
5
127
54
34
16
15

Ch'ǒlchong 00/11-02/08
Kojong 01/05-02/05i

888

1893
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42) Since there is no exact correspondence of the two titles in English, I have preferred not to
translate titles like taewang and kun, leaving them in the original Korean form.
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43) Sohn Pow-key [Son Po-gi], "The Concept of History and Korean Yangban", in International Journal
of Korean Studies, 1, Seoul: 1973, p. 91
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44) A temporary office within the Ch'unch'ugwan (春秋館 Bureau of State Records) was established for
the purpose of compiling the records of the previous king.
45) Shin Sǒk-ho "Yijo sillok 李朝實錄 (Annals of the Yi Dynasty)" in Journal of Social Sciences and
Humanities 12. (May 1960), pp. 37-43.
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1) Translation by M. Peterson, “Women without Sons: A Measure of Social Change in Yi Dynasty
Korea”, in Kendall, L. and Peterson, M. (eds.), Korean Women: View from the Inner Room, 1983, p.
33.
2) Peterson, M., ibid. p. 38.
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3) Peterson, ibid., pp. 35-36
4) M. Deuchler, The Confucian Transformation of Korea, M. Peterson, ibid., et al.
5) Ch'oe Suk-kyǒng and Ha Hyǒn-kang, Han'guk yǒsǒng-sa, pp. 303-308. The book is actually the only
comprehensive work today available on the history of Korean women. However, its subdivision in
four periods delimited by exact dates seems to be arbitrary, as the source does not elaborate
further on the reasons for such subdivision. Here the first three phases (from 1392 to 1889) will be
referred upon. The last one, from 1889 to mid-20th century, has not been reported as it does not
relate to the period under consideration.
6) Chǒng To-jǒn 鄭道傳( ? - 1398). Prominent official and scholar of the end Koryǒ-beginning Chosǒn
period, Chǒng To-jǒn passed the munkwa examination in the 11th year of reign of King Kongmin of
Koryǒ. After some years spent in exile towards the end of the Koryǒ period, upon his return back
to freedom he became adviser of General Yi Sǒnggye while the latter was gathering forces in the
Northeastern military district and was one of his closest collaborators. His contribution was
significant in the moulding of a new dynastic power founded on the principles of Neo-Confucianism.
(Yu H.N. Han'guksa taesajǒn, Seoul: 1992, p. 1195).
7) Cho Chun 趙浚 (1346-1405). Born in P'yǒngyang from a family of literati, Cho Chun (趙浚) passed
the highest state examination (munkwa) in 1374. After having served in high positions in the Koryǒ
government, he decided to give his support to the raising power of General Yi Sǒnggye and soon
became one of his closest collaborators. One of the promoters of the new land reform, vital to the
finances of the new dynasty, Cho Chun was nominated Founding Merit Subject (kǒn'guk kongsin 建國
功臣) of first rank, together with Chǒng To-jǒn and others. (Yu H.N. ibid. ).
8) It started with a nationwide cadastral survey of landholding followed by the destruction of all
existing public and private land registers (kongsa chǒnjǒk 公私田籍) in 1390 and by the promulgation
of the Rank Land Law (kwajǒnpǒp 科田法) the following year. (Yi Ki-baek, A New History of Korea,
Seoul: 1993).
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9) The eight new administrative units (Kyǒnggi 京畿, Ch'ungch'ǒng 忠淸, Kyǒngsang 慶尙, Chǒlla 全羅,
Kangwǒn 江原, Hwanghae 黃海, Hamkyǒng 咸鏡 and P'yǒngan 平安 Provinces) were established in
1413, the 13th year of reign of King T'aejong (r. 1400-1418) (Yu H.N. ibid., p. 1476).
10) Starting with the establishment of the Three Armies Headquarters (Ǔihǔng Samgunbu 義興三軍府) in
1393 and the abolishment of private armies in 1400, when all existing private armies were brought
under the control of the Three Armies Headquarters. Under King Sejo (r. 1455-1468) the Three
Armies Headquarters were reorganized in 1466 into the Five Military Command Headquarters (Owi
Toch'ongbu 五衛都摠府). (Yi Ki-baek, ibid., p. 178).
11) The capital city was moved from Songdo to Hanyang in 1394. (Yu H.N. ibid., p. 658).
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12) The Inspector-General (taesahǒn) Nam Chae (1351-1419), in his memorial to King T'aejo of 1392,
presented admonitions to the new king on how to avoid evil practices of the past and establish new
procedures for the new administration. The ninth point of his memorial is dedicated to Buddhism,
defined as a “practice of barbarians”. “Originally the dharma taught ways to cleanse the heart and
lessen men's desire; (...) Now, however, they (the followers) mingle with ordinary people using
high-sounding words and professing high ideals, bedazzling even scholars and intimidating simple
folk with talk of retribution for sin, fostering wasteful habits among the people and encouraging
them to forsake their proper occupations.... Indeed, nothing is more likely to destroy the state and
sicken the people than this”. (P. H. Lee, ed. Sourcebook of Korean Civilization Vol. I, pp. 485-486).
13) The compilation of the National Code started under the reign of King Sejo (r.1455-1468). In the
sixth year of his reign (1460), the sections on Taxation (Hojǒn 戶典) and on Punishments (Hyǒngjǒn
刑典) were promulgated, followed by the promulgation of four more sections - Personnel (Yijǒn 吏
典), Rites (Yejǒn 禮典), Military Affairs (Pyǒngjǒn 兵典) and Public Works (Kongjǒn 工典) in 1466.
The first complete version of the National Code, with slight changes, was promulgated two years
later, in 1468, the last year of the reign of King Sejo. Three more versions, augmented and revised,
followed: the 1471 version, known as the Sinmyo Taejǒn (辛卯大典, Code of the year sinmyo), the
1474 version, known as the Kapo Taejǒn (甲午大典 Code of the year kapo), and the last version,
completed in 1485 during the 16th year of reign of King Sǒngjong (r.1469-1494) and also known as
the Ǔlsa Taejǒn (乙巳大典 Code of the year ǔlsa). (Han'guk minjok munhwa tae-paekkwa sajǒn, vol.
1, pp. 839-840).
14) Yongjae ch'onghwa (慵齋叢話 Assorted Writings of Yongjae) (1525). Yongjae was the pseudonim of
Sǒng Hyǒn. The book was published in 1525 (20th year of King Chungjong's reign) in Kyǒngju, in
three kwǒn and three ch'aek. A manuscript in 10 chapters, it became widely known when it was
reprinted in 1909 as a part of the Taedong yasǔng (大東野乘 an anonymous collection of writings on
Korean history by 53 authors). Sǒng Hyǒn (1439-1504), covered the highest positions at the
Yemun-gwan 藝文館 (Office of Royal Decrees) and at the Sǒnggyungwan 成均館 (National Confucian
Academy) is perhaps best know as author of the Akhak kwebǒm 樂學軌範 (Canon of Music),
compiled in 1439. The Yongjae ch'onghwa is a collection of essays written without following any
particular order, on very diverse subjects such as literature, music, geography, religion, music,
popular customs and so on, on a period covering the end of Koryǒ until the death of the author. Of
particular importance are his "portraits" of people, belonging both to the higher (royal family and
yangban) as well as to the lower (ch'ǒnmin) classes, not to mention his innumerable observations
and comments concerning Korean music. Different from the Akhak kwebǒm, the Yongjae ch'onghwa
has a more colloquial style and represents one of the most important sources on Korean society,
traditions and customs of the 15th and 16th century.
15) cf. also previous note. His pseudonym was Yongjae. Better known as the author of the Akhak
kwebǒm (樂學軌範 "Canon of Music"), compiled in 1439, he passed the munkwa 文科 (Erudite
Examination) under King Sejo, in 1462. He covered, among others, top positions in the Yemun'gwan
(藝文館 Office of Royal Decrees) and in the Sǒnggyun'gwan (成均館 National Confucian Academy),
followed by the position of kamsa (監司 Governor) in the P'yǒngan Province and of p'ansǒ (判書
Minister) at the Ministry of Rites. After the death of King Sǒngjong he was chosen to be one of the
compilers of the Sǒngjong sillok (成宗實錄 Annals of King Sǒngjong).
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16) Now in South Kyǒngsang Province (south-eastern region of the Korean peninsula).
17) Honorary magistracies (Place name + wǒn'gun or puwǒn'gun) were not real titles. The place names
simply indicate ancestral localities. The title of kun was conferred to the King's father-in-law or to
a 'merit subject' (kongsin, see also note no. 273) of first rank. In the case of Yun Cha-dang, he was
given this title because he was nominated merit subject of first rank, as stated few lines later in the
text. He never held office in Ch'irwǒn.
18) Also in South Kyǒngsang Province.
19) Please refer to note no. 17.
20) Yi Suk-pǒn (1373-1440) passed the munkwa examination in 1393, reached high rank during King
T'aejong's reign, died in exile in Hamyang.
21) Yongjae Ch'onghwa, Vol. 4, in Taedong yasǔng, vol. 1 p. 92, orig. text p. 594 lines 1-4 “漆原府院君
尹子當, 母南氏年小寡居咸陽, 尹年七歲隨南氏, 往巫家問卜, 巫云夫人勿憂, 此兒有貴相, 然兒必因弟力得貴, 南氏
曰, 寡婦之子安得有弟, 後南氏適李家生子, 是爲李相叔蕃, 佐太宗定社, 公爲第一, 權振一國, 而尹公亦因李力, 得
參勳別封君”
22) Peterson, M. ibid. p. 38.
23) Peterson, M. ibid. p. 38.
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24) Sǒngjong sillok, kwǒn 82, p. 9b-20a, translation in: Lee, P.H. (ed.) Sourcebook of Korean
Civilization, vol. 1, pp. 563-565.
25) “(...) Now, according to the National Code (1469), thrice-married women are listed together with
licentious women and their sons and grandsons are barred from the examinations and cannot receive
posts in the censorial and administrative offices. Twice-married women are not mentioned. (...) We
think that the law of the National Code (...) should be strictly enforced.” (Lee, P.H., ibid., p. 564).
26) Lee, P.H., ibid., p. 565.
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27) Most probably these modifications were made during the revision ordered by King Sǒngjong in
1469 and reported in the 1471 version of the National Code. (see note no. 70 on the previous page
and also note no. 58 on the National Code.
28) Sadaebu (士大夫) “office holding officials” (Deuchler, M. The Confucian Transformation of Korea p.
134).
29) Ch'oe and Ha, ibid., (cf. note 49), p. 308.
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30) The public property (kongmul) concept will be explained more in detail in the last section of this
chapter.
31) Translation by Peterson M., "Women without Sons: A Measure of Social Change in Yi Dynasty
Korea", in Kendall, L. and Peterson, M. (eds.) Korean Women: View from the Inner Room, 1983,
footnote 10) p. 44.
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32) On this subject refer to Deuchler, M. The Confucian Transformation of Korea, 1992, pp. 227-230
and Peterson, M. "Women without Sons: A Measure of Social Change in Yi Dynasty Korea", in
Kendall, L. and Peterson, M. (eds.) Korean Women: View from the Inner Room, 1983.
33) A translation of the document is given on p. 227 of Deuchler, M. The Confucian Transformation of
Korea, 1992.
34) Yi Su-gǒn 李樹健 (comp.), Kyǒngbuk chibang komunsǒchipsǒng 慶北地方古文書集成, p. 795, transl. by
Deuchler, M. in The Confucian Transformation of Korea, p. 227.
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35) For a translation of this document see next page.
36) This period covers a time span of over 240 years, from the 14th year of reign of King Injo (1636)
to 1884 (Ch'oe and Ha, Han'guk yǒsǒngsa, p. 306-307).
37) Lee, P.H. (ed.), Sourcebook of Korean Civilization, 2nd vol. p. 207.
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38) "Kim Myǒng-yǒl was the son of Kim Hong-wǒn (1571-1645). who gained fame during the Japanese
Wars, Hong-wǒn corresponded with many outstanding personalities of his time, and it is therefore
not surprising that he and his descendants were well aware of the latest ritual developments".
(Deuchler, M. The Confucian Transformation of Korea, note no. 60, p. 361).
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39) Transl. by Peterson, M. in: Lee, P.H. Sourcebook of Korean Civilization, 2nd vol. pp. 208-209.
40) Deuchler, M. ibid. p. 261.
41) Deuchler, M. “The Tradition: Women during the Yi Dynasty”, in Virtues in Conflict, p. 4.
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42) Term adopted from Deuchler, M., ibid., p. 6.
43) Sin Sukju (1417-1475) (see next note for biographical data) “House Rules” (kahun), from
Pohanjaejip 13:Ia-4b, transl. by Deuchler, M. in Lee, P.H. (ed.), Sourcebook of Korean Civilization,
pp. 571-574.
44) Sin Sukju, 申叔舟 (1417-1475) politician and scholar of great talent of the early Chosǒn period. His
pseudonim was Pohanjae (保閒齋). He passed the highest civil service examination (munkwa) in 1439
and joined the Chiphyǒnjǒn (集賢殿 Hall of Worthies). Thanks to his studies on phonology, he was
one of the greatest contributors to the invention of the Hunmin chǒngǔm (訓民正音 “The Right
Sounds to Educate the People”), the Korean alphabet invented during King Sejong's reign
(1418-1450). He also contributed to the compilation of the Kyǒngguk taejǒn (經國大典 “National
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Code” ), of the Sejo and Yejong sillok, the Kukjo oryeǔi (國朝五禮儀 “Five Rites of State”) and the
Tongguk t'onggam (東國通鑑 “Comprehensive Mirror of the Eastern Kingdom“).
45) The Hunmin chǒngǔm (訓民正音 The Right Sounds to Educate the People), the Korean alphabet,
promulgated in 1446 during the 28th year of reign of King Sejong (r.1418-1450).
46) Saimdang (written 師任堂, 思任堂 or 師姙堂) was her pseudonym.
47) Nansorhǒn 許蘭雪軒 was her pseudonym.
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48) See above, note no. 87.
49) Yangban (兩班), or "officials of the Two Orders", occupied the highest ranks in Koryǒ (918-1392)
as well as in Chosǒn (1392-1910) societies. As their main occupation was the study of the
Confucian classics, they were also defined 'literati' and had the privilege to serve in the highest civil
and military posts in the bureaucracy.
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50) Regarding this concept, some scholars in Korean history disagree with the fact that Korea was a
slave society and prefer to use terms such as servant or serf. An overall description of the
different approaches to this issue is contained in Palais, James B. Views on Korean Social History,
Institute for Modern Korean Studies, Yonsei University, Seoul: 1998, in the chapter on "Slave
Society", where the author argues that it is possible to speak about slavery in the case of Korea,
because slaves (nobi) in Chosǒn society were considered "chattel property": they could be bought,
sold and inherited (ibid. p. 46).
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51) Pls. refer to Chapter four for specific information on the education of ǔinyǒ.
52) During the Chosǒn dynasty several institutions were responsible for the administration of “music
affairs”: the Aaksǒ, the Chǒnaksǒ, the Kwansǔp Togam and the Akhak. During King Sejo's reign the
Aaksǒ and the Chǒnaksǒ were fused under the name of Changaksǒ while the Kwansǔp Togam and
the Akhak were combined under a new institution renamed Akhak Togam. In 1470, during the reign
of King Sǒngjong, the Changaksǒ was renamed Changagwǒn and, from then on, it was considered the
only Royal Music Institute in the country (Song, Pang-song, Han'guk ǔmaksa yǒn'gu, pp. 238-239).
Education at the Royal Music Institute corresponded however to a later stage in the preparation of
kinyǒ, who seem to have been initially trained privately, by other musicians or older kinyǒ.
53) The retiring age for slaves was fixed at 60 years but in the Annals reference is made to cases of
nogi (老妓 old ki) who were declared as such for having reached the age of 50. It is not clear
whether the nogi, upon reaching the age of 50, were exempted from all duties or if the exemption
affected only their duties as ki. They may have been requested to perform other corvee labor
normally demanded for people of ch'ǒnmin status. One of their duties may well have been to
supervise the musical education of younger generations of ki. However, I have not found any textual
evidence in this regard. Samwǒl's name is included in the ch'anggi name list in Appendix A.
54) T'aejong 024 12/11/30 (sinhae), kwǒn 24, p. 27; b:5-6
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55) Lee, P.H. (ed.) Sourcebook of Korean Civilization, vol. 2, pp. 178-180.
56) The term kongmul (public property) has been used in the Annals in reference to furs to be used
for official trade with Ming China, when assigning land for sericulture to provincial families - here
the silkworm is designated as "public property," or when referring to merchandise used as tribute
with Ming China. In short, the concept of public property (kongmul) is put in relation with things
whose societal value did not allow them to be used for individual purposes. Here the meaning of
property is not meant as state property but rather as indicating the preeminent importance to the
state of things like silkworms, furs, and slaves. An indication that property was not meant in the
strict sense of the term is given by the existence of public and private slaves.
57) Even though, chronologically, this period is in the early sixteenth century I have kept it separated
from the chronological description of the term's evolution because the findings regarding prince
Yǒnsan's reign are of particular importance for my research and worth separate treatment.
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58) Lee, K.B. A New History of Korea, Seoul: 1984, p. 205
59) Ch'aehongjunsa (採紅駿使 Royal envoy to select beautiful women and horses) were officials sent
nationwide to look for horses and for beautiful girls, chosen not only among slaves but also among
young unmarried daughters of yangban families, to be brought at Court and live in the Royal Palace.
The position of Ch'aehongjunsa was abolished on the first year of reign of King Chungjong (r.
1506-1544), when all Ch'aehongjunsa deployed in the eight provinces were recalled to the capital.
60) In order to understand the relevance of such figures, it is enough to refer to the figures given by
the KT for a normal, periodical selection, every three years, of "150 female ki, ten persons for the
Yǒnhwadae and 70 female medical practitioners (ǔinyǒ)".
61) Kibu (妓夫), literally "ki's husband". The kibu seems to have played, rather than the role of a real
husband, that of a 'protector-manager' for the ki. A kibu was very important for the newly recruited
ki from the provinces. These women were provided with subsistence and housing, but had to give,
in exchange for it, the exclusivity of their artistic talent to the kibu who had decided to protect
them. The kibu was more common in the capital and in big cities than in the provinces. (Yi
Nǔng-hwa, Chosǒn Haeǒhwasa, p. 438). However, a love relationship between the kibu and his ki
was not to be ruled out. Judging from one occurrence in the Annals (see following note), kibu also
tried to prevent ki from attending rehearsals, thus causing the ki's suspension from her duties.
62) Yǒnsan'gun 054 10/06/24 (kyemi), kwǒn 54, p. 17; b:3-4.
63) Yǒnsan'gun 058 11/05/29 (kyech'uk), kwǒn 58, p. 7; a:10.
64) Referred to the hwan'gap (還甲) celebration, called also hoegap (回甲), hwagap (華甲), hwagap (花甲)
or chugap (周甲). It is the celebration of the 60th birthday, the "returning of the first of the Ten
Stems (kap 甲)", indicating the end of one cycle of sixty years and the beginning of a second one.
(Han'guk Minsok Taesajǒn, Seoul: 1991) The completion of the first cycle is one of the biggest
happenings in human life, being the completion of the first 60-year cycle the only possible one. The
calculation is based on the system of the Ten Celestial Stems (Sip-ch'ǒn'gan 十天干) and the Twelve
Earthly Branches (Sipi-chiji 十二地支).
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65) Yǒnsan'gun 058 11/05/24 (musin), kwǒn 58, p. 6 a:5-7
66) On blind musicians (kwanhyǒn maengin 管絃盲人) please see p. 60.
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67) For a visual clarification of such divisions please refer to Plates no. 8 and 9. Especially in Plate
no. 8, the curtain separating musicians from dancing ki is evident.
68) An attempt to identify such divisions of roles in the extant iconography has been made in Chapter
five, where examples of official and "unofficial" performances by kinyǒ are illustrated and
commented. Plates no. 15 and 16 illustrate a case of "unofficial" utilization of the ki expertise.
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69) T'aejong 024 12/10/28, kwǒn 24, p. 22, a:8-11 Other examples citing ki who eventually became
royal wives are reported in par. 4.3.4 of the present work. Chapter 4 deals in particular with the
officially registered ki (kwan'gi).
70) On the issue of a distinction between "what should be" and "what is" I refer to Ko Dorothy,
Teachers of the Inner Chambers, Women and Culture in seventeenth century China, Stanford, CA:
1994, pp. 9-10. In the Introduction Ko describes the duality and discrepancies existing between the
official prescriptions for women and what happened in reality in 17th century China.
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71) Kim Tong-uk, "Yijo Kinyǒsa sǒsǒl", Asea yǒsǒng yǒn'gu vol. V, Seoul: 1966
72) Kim Tong-uk, ibid., p. 2
73) Chinese sources on Koguryǒ's playing girls (yunyǒ) are the only sources available, and have been
widely acknowledged within the Korean historiographical tradition.
74) Compiled during the Liu Sung dynasty (420-479), it affirms on Koguryǒ: “其俗淫,(...), 暮夜輒男女羣聚
爲倡樂”, Hou Hanshu vol. 85, zhuan 75, Chapter on Koguryǒ (Kugyǒk Chungguk-chǒngsa Chosǒnjǒn,
Seoul: Kuksa-p'yǒnch'an- wiwǒnhoe 1986, p. 515).
75) Compiled between 232 and 297 A.D. by 陳壽 (Chen Shou) of the 晋 Jin Dynasty “其民喜歌舞, 國中邑
落, 暮夜男女羣聚, 相就歌戱 (.....) 其俗淫”, Sanguozhi vol. 30, chapter on Koguryǒ. (ibid., p. 522).
76) Refer to note no. 119 for the Chinese text.
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77) Refer to note no. 120 for the Chinese text.
78) “俗好淫, 男女多相奔誘”, Liangshu, chap. on Koguryǒ. The Liangshu is the first Chinese official
history to include a chapter on Silla. It was compiled during the reign of King Taizong (太宗) of the
Tang Dynasty. (ibid., p. 539).
79) “其俗淫, 好歌舞, 夜則男女羣聚而戱, 無貴賤之節”, Weishu, chap. on Koguryǒ. It was compiled between
551 and 554 by Wei Shou 魏收 (506-572) as a work in 130 volumes and covers a period of 165
years. Chapters on Koguryǒ, Paekche and Malgal are contained in vol. 100. (ibid., p. 543).
80) “俗喜歌舞, 國中邑落, 男女每夜羣聚歌戲. (.....) 其俗好淫, 男女多相奔誘” Nanshi, chapter on Koguryǒ. The
Nanshi was also compiled during the Tang dynasty period. It consists of 80 volumes and covers a
period of 170 years. Chapters on Koguryǒ, Silla and Paekche are to be found in vol. 79, but they do
not contain any relevant new element compared to the previous sources. (ibid., p. 558).
81) “不簡親疎, 乃至同川而浴, 共室而寢. 風俗好淫, 不以爲愧, 有遊女者, 夫無常人” Zhoushu, chap. on
Ko(gu)ryǒ. Work in 50 volumes, the 49th contains chapters on Ko(gu)ryǒ and Paekche. (ibid., p.
548).
82) Compiled during the Tang dynasty as a work in 100 volumes. The 94th contains chapters on
Koguryǒ, Paekche, Silla and Malgal, but does not provide new elements in regard.
83) Official history in 85 volumes compiled during the Tang dynasty by Wei Wei (魏微).
84) Here the expression “ordinary husbands (sangin 常人) might refer to the fact that a man's presence
at these women's side was not constant and that they could also be changing partners.
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85) Beishi, Yezhuan, chap. on Koguryǒ: “風俗尙淫, 不以爲愧, 俗多游女, 夫無常人, 夜則男女羣聚而戲, 無有貴
賤之節” (ibid., p. 565).
86) “婦人淫奔, 俗多遊女, 有婚嫁者, 取男女相悅, 然卽爲之” Suishu, chap. on Ko(gu)ryǒ. (ibid. p. 552).
87) In Kor.: Muyongch'ong (舞踊塚). The tomb is located in the present-day Jian County, Jilin Province,
People's Republic of China.
88) P'alch'ǒngni-pyǒkhwa 八淸里壁畵, located in P'alch'ǒngni, Taedong-gun, South P'yǒngan Province,
Democratic People's Republic of Korea.
89) Located in the present-day Jian County, Jilin Province, People's Republic of China.
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90) Kim Tong-uk, ibid., p. 7.
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91) Yi Nǔng-hwa, in his Chosǒn Haeǒhwasa, quotes a passage in the Samguk Yusa (三國遺事
Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms), vol. 3, Miruk Sorhwa-未尸郞. “擇人家娘美艶者”.
92) Buddhist monk who lived under the reign of king Chinp'yǒng of Silla (r. 579-632).
93) Written in 1254 by Yi In-no 李仁老 and published in 1260 by his son.
94) Compiled during the Chosǒn period, in 1531. The story is reported in vol. 21/29b, Kyǒngju chapter,
section on Ancient Remains (卷 21, 慶州, 古蹟條).
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95) Kim Yong-suk, Han'guk yǒsok-sa (History of Korean Female Customs and Traditions), 2nd reprint,
Seoul: 1989, p. 242.
96) The yangsuch'ǒk (楊水尺) were outcasts who lived on the Korean peninsula around the 9th-10th
century. They are mentioned in the History of Koryǒ (129/22b), where it is made clear that the
yangsuch'ǒk were the descendants of the uncontrolled Paekche remnants of Wang Kǒn's time. For an
explanation of their connection to the kinyǒ, see the translation of the passage from the Yǒllyǒsil
kisul, given on this page.
97) Sǒngho sasǒl (星湖僿設 Insignificant Explanations of Sǒngho), encyclopedic work compiled by Yi Ik
(pseudonim Sǒngho). It covers subjects as government, economy, family and society and contains Yi
Ik's proposals for bringing order back to the Korean society of the period.
98) The major concerns of Sirhak (實學) (Practical Learning) scholars of the 17th and 18th centuries
was to influence government policies in order to bring about changes leading to the creation of a
more just society. Although the subjects of their studies were very diverse, a common element to
all Sirhak scholarship was the pragmatic approach to the study of society. Major figures in this very
important movement of thought were Yu Hyǒng-wǒn (1622-1673), Yi Ik (1681-1763), Chǒng
Yak-yong (1762-1836), Yu Su-wǒn (1695-1755) and Pak Chi-wǒn (1737-1805).
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99) Minjok munhwa ch'ujinhoe Yǒllyǒsil kisul, vol. 10, rev. repr. Seoul: 1976, p. 602.
100) Aak music (Chinese: yayue “elegant music”) is intended as court ritual music of Chinese origin.
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101) The term kyobang (敎坊) is used in this work in two different ways: written with the capital initial
letter (Kyobang), it refers to the Court Entertainment Bureau of the Koryǒ period (918-1392), when
the Kyobang was an institution responsible for the training of yǒak (女樂), female performers at the
royal court. During the reign of King Munjong (r.1046-1083) of Koryǒ, the Kyobang students
participated in the Yǒndǔnghoe one of the most important Buddhist rituals of the Koryǒ period. On
the contrary, when written with the small initial letter (kyobang) it refers to the term appearing in
the P'yǒngyang local history (see please 4.3.2) and indicates the section of the main government
office in charge of the training of kinyǒ in the arts of entertainment. According to Prof. Song, during
the Chosǒn dynasty the term kyobang could also indicate a section of the Office of Occasional Music
(Kwansǔp togam) or the kinyǒ musicians directly (Song Pang-song, Han'guk ǔmak t'ongsa, p. 153).
102) One of the most important works on the subject is an unpublished doctoral dissertation by
McCarthy, K. Kisaeng in the Koryǒ period, Harvard University: 1991, but also Korean scholars have
researched widely on the subject. A rich bibliography on the ki's literary achievements is included in
the previously mentioned Pak Ǔl-su, Han'guk sijo taesajǒn (朴乙洙, 韓國時調大事典), Seoul: 1992
(please refer to note 2 at p. 2 of the Introduction).
103) Yi Kyǒng-bok, "Koryǒ-sidae kinyǒ-ǔi yuhyǒng-go", Minsokhak 18. Seoul: 1985, pp. 83-97.
104) Yi Kyǒng-bok, ibid., p. 84-85. The existence of official and private ki is reported also in Kim
Yong-suk, Han'guk yǒsok-sa, Seoul: 1971, p. 274, and in Ch'oe Suk-kyǒng and Ha Hyǒn-kang,
Han'guk Yǒsǒng-sa I, Seoul: 1972, p. 563-564.
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105) Yi Kyǒng-bok, ibid., p. 89.
106) According to the author of the article, this term is not found in the source, but it is rather a
creation of his own. Yi Kyǒng-bok, ibid., p. 94.
107) Yi Kyǒng-bok, ibid., pp. 94-96.
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108) This and the following excerpts are translations given in R.H. van Gulik, The Lore of the Chinese
Lute, Tokyo, Sophia University Press: 1969, pp. 23-27.
109) R.H. van Gulik, ibid. pp. 25-26.
110) To in Korean.
111) Kunja in Korean.
112) R.H. van Gulik, ibid. p. 27.
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113) Ch'ǒnmyǒng in Korean.
114) R.H. van Gulik, ibid. p. 27.
115) Chin.: yayue, Jap. gagaku, meaning “elegant, refined music”, intended solely for Confucian rituals.
116) Lit. “music from Tang” (Chinese dynasty, 618-907). Actually in Korean the term refers not only
to Tang music but also to Song music introduced later, during the Koryǒ period. The same term in
Japanese, tōgaku, on the contrary, refers solely to music imported entirely from the Tang dynasty.
(Song, B.S. Source Readings in Korean Music, Korean National Commission for UNESCO, Seoul:
1980, footnote p. 151).
117) R.C. Provine Jr. "Who is in charge here?: the musical bureaucracy in the early Yi dynasty court
(1392-1466)", in Asian Music, IX-2, 1978, p. 49.
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118) The Ten Schools were established in 1406 during King T'aejong's reign. They were: Confucian
School (Yuhak儒學), School of Martial Arts (Muhak 武學), School of Lower Bureaucrats (Yihak 吏學),
School of Interpreters (Yǒkhak 譯學), School of the Yin and Yang and of Geomancy (Ǔmyang
p'ungsuhak 陰陽風水學), School of Medicine (Ǔihak 醫學), School of Writing (Chahak 字學), School of
Punishments (Yulhak 律學), School of Computing (Sanhak 算學) and School of Music (Akhak 樂學).
(T'aejong 012 06/11/15 (sinmi), kwǒn 12: 34b).
119) Sejo 038 12/01/15 (muo), kwǒn 38, p. 5 a:6.
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120) Refer to section 2.2, dedicated to kinyǒ during the Koryǒ period.
121) Banquets for the female members of the royal family.
122) Formal state occasions with assembled ministers. Lee Hye-ku, Essays on Korean Music, (Han'guk
ǔmak nonch'ong), transl. by R. Provine Jr. Seoul: 1976.
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123) Adapted from Song Pang-song, Han'guk ǔmak t'ongsa, p. 238 and from R.C. Provine Jr. "Who is
in charge here?: the musical bureaucracy in the early Yi dynasty court (1392-1466)", in Asian
Music, IX-2, 1978.
124) A kind of court dance withing the tangak repertoire, danced by about 30 dancers, between ki and
dancing/singing children.
125) Chosǒn Wangjo pǒpchǒn ch‘ongsǒ - Kyǒngguk Taejǒn, 朝鮮王朝法典叢書 - 經國大典, Asea
Munhwasa, Seoul: 1983, p. 295 女妓一百五十人,蓮花臺十人,女醫七十人,每三年並以諸邑婢年少者選上, 醫女則
成才後還本邑,京中各司婢亦擇定.
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126) Yǒkchu Kyǒngguk Taejǒn, p. 297, note no. 350.
127) The ch'ǒnmin (賤民 lowborn) status was the lowest in the social structure during both the Koryǒ
(918-1392) and the Chosǒn (1392-1910) periods. The status was strictly hereditary, according to a
law which accorded to the child the status of the mother. The majority of ch'ǒnmin were slaves and
were ineligible to qualify for examinations. However, starting from the late 16th century, they could
be recruited in the army. The use of slaves as "soldiers" represented a "promotion" to commoner
status and became therefore an important avenue of social mobility. But in general it became a
diffused practice in the 18th and 19th centuries.
128) Aksaeng 樂生, male musicians of yangin (良人 commoner) origin, dependents of the Chwabang (左
坊 Left Quarter) section of the Changaksǒ. They were in charge of performing a'ak (雅樂 elegant
music), the ritual music of Chinese (Tang and Song) origin. - Sejo sillok 010 03/11/27 (chǒnghae),
kwǒn 10, p. 18, a:13-b:9.
129) Akkong 樂工, male musicians of ch'ǒnmin (賤民 lowborn) status, dependents of the Ubang (右坊,
Right Quarter) section of the Changaksǒ. They were to perform sogak (俗樂), or hyangak (鄕樂), i.e.
traditional Korean music. - Sejo sillok 010 03/11/27 (chǒnghae) kwǒn 10, p. 18, a:13-b:9.
130) Cf. note no. 97 at p. 41.
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131) Later in the dynasty called pongjok 奉足. See also note no. 256 at p. 96 on pongjok.
132) Song Pang-song, Han'guk ǔmaksa yǒn'gu, pp. 811-812.
133) Song Pang-song, ibid., p. 378.
134) Please also refer to notes no. 59 and 60 at p. 28. Written by Sǒng Hyǒn, author, among others of
the Akhak Kwebǒm. The oldest copy of the Yongjae ch'onghwa available corresponds to the version
included in the Taedong Yasǔng and seems to have been printed in 1525 in Kyǒngju - (Yongjae
ch'onghwa haeje, Taedong yasǔng vol. 1).
135) The Kwangdae (廣大) were entertainers usually organized in travelling troupes for the performance
of mask dance, acrobatics and street theatre. Due to their occupation, they were considered lowborn
and treated like slaves. During the Chosǒn dynasty the lower classes were divided into Ch'il Chǒn
(七賤 Seven Lowest Official Occupations), i.e., chorye (official messengers), najang (guards), ilsu
(watchmen), chogun (oarsmen), sugun (sailors), ponggun (torch guards) and yǒkbo (post curiers) and
P'al Ban (八般 Eight Socially Degraded Groups), i.e. kongno (official slaves), sano (private slaves),
ch'anggi (professional entertainers), chǒmbok (fortune tellers), mugyǒk (sorcerers and sorceresses),
paekjǒng (butchers, blacksmiths and skilled craftsmen), sǔngi (Buddhist priests and nuns) and
kwangdae (artists and acrobats).
136) Yongjae ch'onghwa, in Taedong yasǔng vol. 1. p. 61.
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137) On the kibu functions refer to note no. 106 at p. 43.
138) T'aejong 024 12/11/30 (sinhae).
139) Minjok munhwa ch'ujinhoe Yǒllyǒsil kisul, vol. 10, rev. repr. Seoul: 1976, p. 600.
140) For Sǒng Hyǒn's biographical data refer to notes no. 59 and 60 at p. 28.
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141) For more detailed information on kwangdae, refer to note no. 180 at p. 64.
142) Other name for Namdaemun, the South Gate, still existing in present-day Seoul.
143) Apparently they seem to be the names of two musicians, but the text does not elaborate further
on this regard.
144) YC in Taedong yasǔng vol. 1. pp. 59-60.
145) The importance of kinyǒ as transmitters of cultural elements has been stressed by various
scholars, such as McCann, D. R. "Traditional World of Kisaeng", Korea Journal, Vol. 14:2, pp. 40-43,
Seoul: Korean National Commission for UNESCO, 1974, Cho Tong-il, Han'guk Munhak T'ongsa,
Seoul: 3rd ed. 5th repr. 1995.
146) For a further elaboration of the kongmul concept in the CWS, the reader may refer to Chapter
one, in the section dedicated to the position of kinyǒ in Chosǒn society.
147) These rosters were called kijǒk (妓籍) or kian (妓案), abbreviation of Kisaeng kwanan. For an
example of such a roster, refer to Appendix B. Translation and comments to the kisaeng roster are
given in the last section of this chapter.
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148) The original document, entitled “Kisaeng kwanan 妓生官案” is a manuscript copy in eight pages
kept at the Central Library of Yonsei University, in Seoul. The text is reported in Appendix B. Due
to internal university regulations, it was not possible to photocopy or photograph the document,
therefore the transcription of the text, limited to the first five pages of the document, as they are
the pages directly related to the ki, is my own,
149) The character for "justified" is t'al (頉), explained as "justification, reason for excuse" in: Kim
Chae-dǔk, Komunhǒn yong'ǒ haerye (古文獻用語解例 Explanation of Terminology in Ancient Texts),
Seoul: 1983, p. 603.
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150) This is the term used in the document to indicate the kisaeng.
151) The retiring age for slaves was fixed at 60 years, but in the CWS reference is made to cases of
nogi (老妓 old ki) who were declared as such for having reached the age of 50. It is not clear
whether the no'gi, upon reaching the age of 50, were exempted from all duties or if the exemption
affected only their duties as ki. They may have been requested to perform other corvee labor
normally demanded for people of ch'ǒnmin status.
152) One ch'ǒk corresponds to 30.3 cm.
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153) Paek Sǔng-jong, "1893-nyǒn Chǒllado T'aeinhyǒn yangin nongmin-dǔrǔi chose pudam 1893년 全羅
道 泰仁縣 良人 農民들의 租稅 부담“, in Chindan Hakpo 75, Seoul: 1993.
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Kings

TAE
CJ
TJ
SEJ
MU
TAN
SO
YE
SOJ
YON
CHU
INJ
MJ
SON
HAE
INO
HYO
HYN
SUK
KNG
YNG
CHO
SUN
HON
CHL
KO
SUNJ
Total

years
of reign

6
2
18
32
2
3
13
1
25
12
38
1
22
41
15
26
10
15
46
4
52
24
34
15
14

471

kisaeng kwan'gi

kinyǒ

ch'angg

ch'anggi

娼妓i

倡妓

1

1

2
3
1
1
14
3
34
1
6

8
31
1
2
5
1
18
9
12

3
10
1
5
13
3
37
12
40

10
17
4
1
7

1
5

9
9
2
2

3
3
7
1
1
4
13

1
1
1
1

9
10

2
21
1
6

8
1
4

1

15
6
2

2
1
8
32
8
3
5
1
56
31
31

yǒgi

yǒryǒng

ǔinyǒ

ch'imsǒnbi

kyǒnggi TOTAL

4
15
13
8
2
10
1
45
11
85

2
28
6
4
20
48
27
35

12
29
13
3
2
8
14

9
15
36
5

6
1
6

5
7

2

6

2
10
3
1

1

3

1

yǒak

2
13
3
2

4

3

18
23
57

1

2

1
1
10

8
13
10
2
2
6
1
8
2
1

1
1

1
6
1

6
3

1
2

1

2

1

92

140

179

57

268 287 186

21

173

12

13

1) For a list of abbreviations of kings' names refer to list given at the beginning of this work, at p.
xiii.

8
1
51
148
32
18
80
9
268
121
278
51
73
82
16
3
23
72
2
49
21
19
2
1

1428
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2) It should be stressed here that the semantic boundaries between terms such as kisaeng, ki and
kinyǒ are not clearly defined. Moreover, all terms included in Tab. 1 with the exception of ǔinyǒ
(medical women) and ch'imsǒnbi (female needleworkers) deal with women professionally active in the
entertaining sector. Starting with the sixteenth century medical women became involved as well in
entertaining activities, causing a functional overlapping of categories.
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3) However, in the course of this research, I have not been able to identify specific elements which
might indicate the existence of a semantic difference between the two graphically different terms.
Tentatively, both terms seem to refer to singing ki of the lowest hierarchical level. Further
intertextual research will be needed in order to provide better evidence of the existence, or not, of
semantic difference(s) between the two terms. In absence of confirming evidence of the one or the
other hypothesis, the two terms have been separately maintained in the proposed Table 1.
4) Refer to section 4.2.2.1.b, which explains the "medical kinyǒ" phenomenon.
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5) A much better source of information in this regard are the so-called ǔigwe (儀軌, Records of Court
Ceremonials), which contain specific information on the activities of the female needle-workers.
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6) In its current use, however, the term kisaeng contains a negative connotation which was originally
not included in the term. In this regard the reader is referred to the quotation from the Hunmong
chahoe cited in the Introduction, in footnote 10 at p. 5.
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COURT

ENTERTAINMENT

CAPITAL

PROVINCE

MEDICAL PRACTICE

NEEDLEWORK

ALL AREAS

COURT

7) Unclear means here "no evident geographical or regional reference".
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8) See section 4.2.2.1.b below, for a more detailed explanation of the transformation process into
"medical kinyǒ".
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- 78 -
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9) T'aejo ch'ongsǒ, kwǒn 1; p. 12 b:5-8.
10) Yi Kyǒng-bok (李慶馥) "Koryǒ sidae kinyǒǔi yuhyǒnggo (高麗時代 妓女의 類型考 A Study of kinyǒ
types during the Koryǒ period)", in Han'guk Minsokhak 18. Seoul: Minsokhakhoe, 1985 pp. 83-97.
11) Refer also to note no. 146 at p. 54 on the different use of the terms Kyobang/ kyobang.
12) In the first chapter, mention has been made of the gradual exclusion of women from ceremonials
and rituals, due to the process of "Confucianization" of Korean society. In the case of women of
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lowborn origin, the opposition to their presence at court was even more staunch.
13) This concept was reiterated several times by officials of the Chosǒn court trying to convince the
king to abolish the yǒak system.
14) T'aejong 001 01/06/12 (kisa), kwǒn 1, p. 32, b:4-5.
15) For a more detailed explanation on the various types of music existing in Chosǒn dynasty Korea
the reader may refer to Chapter three, to the section on music and institutions.
16) T'aejong 027 14/03/28 (sinch'uk), kwǒn 27, p. 18 b:7-8.
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17) Kim Chong-sǒ 金宗瑞 passed his munkwa examination in 1405 and spent several years in the
northern Hamgyǒng Province, where he played an important role in adopting a Korean "Nordpolitik"
to counteract Jurchen invasions. In 1433 he was able to establish in Hamgyǒng Province the Six
garrisons and fix the borders along the banks of the Tumen river. Upon his return to the capital, he
was nominated Minister of Punishments and consequently Minister of Rites. He supervised the
compilation of the Sejong sillok and of the Koryǒsa chǒryo (高麗史節要 Essentials of Koryǒ History).
18) Sejong 049 12/07/28 (pyǒngin), kwǒn 49, p. 8, b:5-16.
19) ibid., (kwǒn 049, p. 9 a:1-8).
20) Sejong sillok 053 13/08/02 (kabo), kwǒn 53, p. 10 a/b.
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21) Sejong sillok 067 17/03/07 (kimyo), kwǒn 67; p. 22, a:1-3.
22) Sejong 095 24/03/10 (sinmi), kwǒn 95; p. 30, a:2-3.
23) Sejong 115 29/03/18 (kyǒngjin), kwǒn 115; p. 19, a:1-4.
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24) Pak Yǒn 朴堧 (1378-1458), musician of the early Chosǒn period. He passed his munkwa
examination in 1405 and, after serving for a brief period in the Chiph'yǒnjǒn (集賢殿 Hall of
Worthies), he was placed in charge of music at the Korean court. Himself a talented musician, able
to play several string and wind instruments, Pak Yǒn was one of the main figures responsible for
major changes in the musical performance programmes at the court. He decided to adopt aak instead
of hyangak for national banquets and gatherings, and he also was one of the main supporters of the
reform favouring the employment at court of children's music (namak) instead of music performed by
ki (yǒak).
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25) Munjong 004 00/11/22 (imsul), kwǒn 4; p. 55, a:1-12.
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26) On the occasion of visits by Ming envoys in the 7th and 8th year of his reign, King Sǒngjong
intervened several times in defence of the music played by yǒak: Sǒngjong 064 07/02/20 (kabo),
kwǒn 64; p. 16, b:7-10 and 075 08/01/13 (imja), kwǒn 75; p. 14, a:4.
27) Sǒngjong 260 22/12/29 (sinmi), kwǒn 260; p. 11, b:2-15.
28) Kwǒn Min-jǒng, "Yǒnsan'gun-ǔi yǒak-e taehan koch'al", in Han'guk ǔmak nonjip, 1. Kyǒngbuk
University: 1990, p. 546-547.
29) Chǒng Kwang-p'il 鄭光弼 (1462-1538) passed his munkwa examination in 1492 and held important
positions in the Sǒngjong and Chungjong administrations, reaching in 1516 the highest position of
Minister of State (yǒngǔijǒng).
30) So Se-yang 蘇世讓 (1486-1562), passed his munkwa examination in 1509.
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31) Chungjong 029 12/08/29 (imsin), kwǒn 29; p. 50 b:14-p. 51 a:11 and kwǒn 29; p. 52, a:11.
32) Chungjong 035 14/02/06 (kyǒngo), kwǒn 35; p. 24, a:4-6 and 035 14/02/08 (imsin), kwǒn 35; p. 24
a:15-p. 25 a:7.
33) Chungjong 040 15/07/26 (imja), kwǒn 40; p. 8, b:10-16.
34) Chungjong 040 15/09/10 (kapja), kwǒn 40; p. 33, b:5-7.
35) Chungjong 041 15/12/14 (musul), kwǒn 41; p. 11, b:1-4.
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36) Yǒngjo 064 22/12/16 (chǒngch'uk), kwǒn 64; p. 29, a:10-14.
37) The Chesaengwǒn (濟生院), founded in 1406 by King T'aejong, was in charge of procuring medicinal
ingredients and of preparing medicines. In 1460, it was absorbed into the Hyemin'guk (惠民局 Public
Dispensary).
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38) T'aejong 011 06/03/16 pyǒngo, kwǒn 11, p. 11, a: 6-9 丙午.命濟生院.敎童女醫藥.撿校漢城尹知濟生院事
許衜上言.竊謂婦人有病.使男醫胗治.或?着愧.不肯出示其病.以致死亡.願擇倉庫宮司童女數十人.敎以脈經針灸之法.使
之救治.則庶益 殿下好生之德矣. 上從之.使濟生院掌其事.
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39) Expert in the medical science, No Chung-nye (盧仲禮) was active during King Sejong's reign
(r.1418-1450) and specialized mainly in the treatment of women's illnesses.
40) Chungin 中人. The term has also been translated "middle people" (Yi Ki-baek, A New History of
Korea, Seoul: 1991) and it referred mainly to members of the illegitimate line of descent, men who
found themselves excluded from the civil examination system (kwagǒ) and devoted themselves to
the study of technical specialties such as medicine, astronomy, geomancy and foreign languages.
They were called "middle people" because most of them lived in the middle part of Seoul. (Yu H.N.
Han'guksa Taesajǒn, p. 1351).
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41) Kim Tu-chong, "Kǔnse-chosǒn-ǔi ǔinyǒ-chedo-e kwanhan yǒn'gu 近世朝鮮의 醫女制度에 關한 硏究",
Asea yǒsǒng yǒn'gu, vol. 1, Seoul: 1962, p. 3.
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42) The Silkworm Rearing Ceremony, presided over by the Queen in person, was held for the first
time in 1476, the sixth year of King Sǒngjong's reign. It was held irregularly between the second
and the third month of the lunar calendar, based on the blossoming state of the mulberry-tree. The
tradition was started in order to inculcate in the populace the importance of rearing silkworms.
43) Sǒngjong 077 08/02/25 kyehae, kwǒn 77, p. 19; b:8, p. 20; a:3,4, “王妃親蠶時 (......) 請並以女妓充定
不足則以醫女充差權着女妓衣服何如一各位位牌今通禮院繕工監造作用之何如 從之“ Kwanghae 150 12/03/12
kyǒngin, kwǒn 150, p. 5; b:2-6, ”庚寅(.....)傳曰 親蠶時儀仗差備醫女應入之數多至一百三十名“ and
Kwanghae 150 12/03/16 kapo, kwǒn 150, p. 6; b:8, 14-15 ”傳曰親蠶禮節目惎多着今醫女十分詳細講習苑
習儀“.
44) Yǒnsan 059 11/09/15 pyǒngsin, kwǒn 59, p.15; a:15,16, “傳曰今卒宮人祭文以諺文飜譯令醫女讀之”.
45) Chungjong 018 08/04/03 sinch'uk, kwǒn 18, p. 15; a:8.... (...) 前日陵自安山赴山陵時內人侍衛事臣等啓之
而上敎曰不須以內人侍衛然臣等更計之此 王妃之喪似可以內人侍衛而亦非如他王后之例不當別出宮人矣使今去醫女
四人(開陵時不可使男人以醫女四人往侍故云)侍衛何如從之.
46) Not so far away in their memory was the ǔinyǒ involvement in 1504 in a plot against Prince
Yǒnsan.
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47) For an explanation of this institution, see note no. 235.
48) T'aejong 035 18/06/21 kyǒngja, kwǒn 35; p. 75; b:12,13,14 庚子(......)加置醫女.禮曺.據濟生院呈上言.醫
女共七名.成才者五名.諸分遣每不足焉.乞以各司婢子內年十三歲以下者十名加定何如. 從之."
49) ibid.
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50) Sejong 018 04/11/14 chǒngmyo, kwǒn 18, p. 14; b: 9,10, 傳旨.濟生院醫女訓導官勤慢與醫女習業能否.禮
曺及承政院常加考察.
51) Sejong 019 05/12/04 sinhae, kwǒn 22, p. 18; a: 10,11,12,13, 辛亥.(....) 禮曺啓.參輦致仕許衜所啓外方醫
女.先將忠淸慶尙全羅道界首官官婢內.擇年十五歲以下.十歲以上.頻悟童女各二名.依選上女妓例.給奉足送于濟生院.
與本院醫女.一處敎訓. 待其成材還送. 從之.
52) Sejong 022 05/12/27 kapsul, kwǒn 22, p. 25; a: 11,12,13, 禮曺啓.濟生院醫女必先讀書識字後習讀醫方.請
外方選上醫女.亦今所居各官.先敎千字孝經正俗篇等書.粗解文字後.選上."
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53) The tamo 茶母 was one kind of position assigned to government slaves in service at the Public
Dispensary. It was to be filled by ǔinyǒ who had scored poorly in their examinations. After a period
of service as tamo, however, the ǔinyǒ were given again the chance to take the same examination.
Better results would bring them back to the position of ǔinyǒ and to the exercise of their
profession. (韓㳓劤, 李成茂 et. al. 譯註 經國大典, 註釋篇, 韓國精神文化硏究院, (Han U-kǔn, Yi Sǒng-mu
et al. Yǒkju Kyǒngguk Taejǒn, Chusǒk-p'yǒn, Han'guk Chǒngsin Munhwa Yǒn'guwǒn), Sǒngnam: 1995,
p. 491 note 784).
54) The yak (略) corresponded to a middle grade point in the five-point scale grading system applied
during government examinations. (Yi Ǔng-baek Kugǒ taesajǒn, p. 1365).
55) Sejo sillok, 09/05/22 (kǒngsul), kwǒn 30; p. 28, a:1-9.
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56) Sǒngjong 010 02/05/25 chǒngyu, kwǒn 10, p. 21; a: 14,15, “醫女考講.畫多三人給料.三朔內三不通者.惠民
署茶母定體.”
57) Kyǒngguk Taejǒn, Book on Rites (Yejǒn), Section Incentives (Changnyǒ): 醫學生徒醫女提調每月考講女
醫分數多者三人給料三朔不通多者生徒則定其司書吏醫女則其司茶母以罰之能通然後許還本業 (朝鮮王朝法典叢書,
經國大典, 韓國學文獻硏究所編, 亞細亞文化社, 서울: 1983, p. 291).
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58) Also ǔinyǒ were organized according to a paired provisioner system (poin 保人 at the beginning of
the dynasty, pongjok 奉足 around the mid-Yi period). The two pongjok assigned to each ǔinyǒ were
responsible for the standard corvee labor each adult unit (between 16 and 60 years of age) was
required to serve.
59) Sǒngjong 089 09/02/16 kiyu, kwǒn 89, p. 14, a:11,-15, b: 1,-4 醫女分三等. 一曰內醫.二人.每朔給料.二
曰看病醫.二十人.以前月講.畫多者四人給料.三曰初學醫.一.提調每月上旬.講書.中旬.胗脈.命藥.下旬點穴.歲抄醫司提
調.今講方書.胗脈.命藥.點穴.通考一年講畫.升降其中不通多者.奪奉足.初年奪一名.次年奪二名.三年還本役.初學醫.勿
正看病.俾專學業.一.年滿四十不通一方.無他技者.還本役.一.每年各司婢子一名.揀擇數. 從之.
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60) This text is described at p. 88-89 of the present work.
61) Sǒngjong 098 09/11/25 imo, kwǒn 98; p.18, b: 8,-14, see following note for text.
62) Sǒngjong 098 09/11/25 imo, kwǒn 98, p.18; b: 8,-14, “禮曺啓.(.......)內用藥材則典醫監.典賣藥材則惠民
署.大小朝官施與藥材則濟生院.各有所掌.自罷濟生院.鄕藥不興用.近者內醫院.專掌內用諸藥..典醫監.只劑賜給藥.事惎
䡖歇.請將惠民署所掌諸事.移屬典醫監惠民署.稱爲濟生院.依前例.專主鄕藥施與.一.鄕藥集成方多數印出廣布.使之興
用.四孟朔醫員試才時.試此方.(........)醫女依舊屬濟生署.
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63) Lee Ki-baik, A New History of Korea, p. 205.
64) Reference to medical kinyǒ has been made by Kim Tu-chong (1962), quoted in note no. 239 at p.
90.
65) Yǒnsan 038 06/08/29 sinhae, (kwǒn 38, p. 21; b:1,2) “娼妓醫女無處不到由是醫不?讀書妓不習樂."
66) Yǒnsan 042 08/01/28 sinch'uk, kwǒn 42, p. 20; a:11, “京中各司公備宴飮或於本司或於京邸醫女女妓.”
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67) Yǒnsan 054 10/06/13 imsin, kwǒn 54, p. 10; a:1,2, “傳曰進宴時醫女八十人精擇習儀女妓有才者絜衣服坐御
前階上.”
68) Yǒnsan 056 10/11/04 kyǒngin, kwǒn 56, p. 14; b:11,12, “傳曰大妃殿進宴時擇年少醫女五十人靚粧以供執
御自今以爲常.”
69) Yǒnsan 056 10/12/22 muin, kwǒn 56, p. 30; a:2,3, “傳曰㨂擇醫女雖學字而不學樂 棄之可也.”
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70) Yǒnsan 044 08/06/08 (musin), kwǒn 44; p. 15, a:15-b:10.
71) Lee, Ki-baik, A New History of Korea, p. 205.
72) Cho Kwang-jo 趙光祖 (1482-1519), Neo-Confucian scholar supporter of a government based on
moral principles and of the so-called 'village code' (see following footnote), a system of local
government based on principles of mutual help and equal justice. Favoured by King Chungjong, Cho
Kwang-jo and his Neo-Confucian supporters reached in a short time very influential positions,
attracting the jealousy of the meritorious elite and of those who had helped King Chungjong come to
power. Judging their rewards excessive, Cho Kwang-jo had convinced the King to cancel most of
their names from the merit roster. Needless to say, they revolted against such a measure,
convincing the King that his own life was in danger and that Cho Kwang-jo had to be put to death.
Thus the same King Chungjong, who had given full trust to the Neo-Confucian scholar, decreed his
death sentence and that of many of his followers, in what was called the kimyo sahwa 己卯士禍, the
literati purge of 1519. For more information on Cho Kwang-jo and on the literati purges, see
Wagner, E.W. The Literati Purges, Political Conflict in Early Yi Korea, Cambridge, Mass.: 1974.
73) “a mode of self-government infused with a spirit of of basic justice for all and of mutual assistance
in time of need”, Lee, K.B. ibid., p. 205.
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74) One in 1519, known as kimyo sahwa 己卯士禍 and the second one in 1545, known as the ǔlsa
sahwa 乙巳士禍, soon after the death of both King Chungjong and his eldest son, King Injong.
75) Kongsin 功臣 or merit subjects. Were so called for the first time, the yangban literati who had
helped General Yi Sǒnggye found the new state, but the term was used also, more generally, for
literati who stood by each new king during his quest for power. They were particularly well
rewarded for their services and a special list, the Merit Subject roster, was created to protect their
privileges. In spite of the numerous challenges represented by all factions excluded from power, the
meritorious elite continued, almost undisturbed, to hold political control over a great part of the
Chosǒn dynasty.
76) Chungjong 010 05/02/01 chǒnghae, kwǒn 42, p. 43; a:8... “傳曰今後小大人員宴會招致醫女及娼妓者痛禁
令憲府磨錬節目以啓憲府請以制書有違論斷醫女娼妓幷重論 上曰可.”
77) Chungjong 026 11/11/02 (kimyo), kwǒn 26; p.55 b:13-16.
78) Yǒnsan 054 10/07/19 (chǒngmi), kwǒn 54; p.30 a/b and 10/07/20 (musin), kwǒn 54; p. 31, a/b.
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79) The yǒngǔijǒng 領議政, chwaǔijǒng 左議政 and uǔijǒng 右議政, the three Prime Ministers in the State
Council (Ǔijǒngbu 議政府). The State Council was the highest deliberative organ in Chosǒn dynasty
Korea. The three Ministers discussed important state matters and, upon approval from the king, they
transmitted orders to the Six Ministries (Yukcho 六曹).
80) Chungjong 056 21/02/15 mujin, kwǒn 056, p.50; a:8,9,10, “傳旨士族家時令醫女看審事更思之說立醫女爲
救病也今者從捕益將而探士族之家非設立本意也新立之事不可不議爲也其招政府郞官收議于三公.”
81) Chungjong 056 21/02/18 sinmi, kwǒn 56, p. 50; b:6,7, “三公議啓曰士族家時婦女移避例也今令醫女幷爲探
未便請依前例爲之何如傳曰言于刑曹.”
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82) Chungjong 097 36/12/29 kyǒngjin, kwǒn 97, p.17; b:11,.... “一.婚姻之家每爲某月某日某家納釆某月某日成
婚事告于所居部部前期牒憲府則書吏送搞奸如書吏不得摘奸則醫女送摘奸.”
83) The Chief State Counsillor (yǒngǔijǒng) was the highest position (senior first rank) in the State
Council (Ǔijǒngbu).
84) For an explanation of the sadaebu concept, please refer to note no. 73.
85) Kwanghae 067 05/06/13 (kyǒngja), kwǒn 67; p. 19 b:11-15.
86) The list includes only names appeared in concomitance with the term ǔinyǒ.
87) Court painter during the reign of King Chǒngjo (1776-1800). Famous for his genre paintings
depicting life-scenes of common people. Being a professional painter, he had to paint everything
that was ordered by the King, but his favourite subjects were common people. His P'ungsok
hwach'ǒp, where he depicts workers in all kinds of activities, is probably one of the most famous
among his works and, according to many art conoisseurs, his masterpiece.
88) Contemporary of Kim Hong-do, Sin Yun-bok was also court painter under the reign of King
Chǒngjo. Himself a member of the new school of genre painting embraced by Kim Hong-do and Kim
Tuk-sin, he is famous for his portraits of women involved in all kinds of activities. Among his
subjects we can find kisaeng playing musical instruments in the company of young literati, women
bathing or washing clothes in streams, girls playing on swings or women selling wine. Painting
subjects of non-noble origin was a kind of artistic protest against the rigidity and classism of the
yangban society. It aimed at celebrating the worth of all humankind.
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89) An annotated and commented version of the Karye togam ǔigwe 嘉禮都監儀軌 has appeared in 1994
co-authored by Yi Sǒng-mi, Kang Sin-hang and Yu Song-ok: 李成美, 姜信沆, 劉頌玉 藏書閣所藏 嘉禮都
監儀軌, 韓國精神文化硏究院, Sǒngnam: 1994.
90) In a document on a slave transaction dated year Imjin, third month, 13th day, included in Hong
Ki-mun, Ridu Yǒn'gu, P'yǒngyang 1957, p. 403 the following example is recorded: “婢梅介四所生婢士
禮己巳生, the female slave Sarye, fourth born of the female slave Maegae.” In the same document,
Sarye's child is also recorded. Slave descendants were always recorded indicating the order of birth,
thus making a family reconstruction easier.
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91) Abbreviated form of kisaeng kwanan 妓生官案. A translation of one such a document is provided in
the section 4.2 of the present work.
92) Mentioned by Prof. Kim Tong-uk in his article "Yijo kinyǒsa sǒsǒl", Asea yǒsǒng yǒn'gu vol. 5,
Seoul: 1966, but unfortunately not identified during the course of my documentary research.
93) This is one of the limits posed by the historical source chosen for this study. I have written more
extensively on it in the Introduction.
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94) Provincial administrative position subordinate to the Governor (kwanch'alsa), of senior (chǒng) rank
3 (p'um).
95) The CWS reports the name once as 長德 -Sǒngjong 220 19/09/28 (muja) and once as 張德 Sǒngjong 266 23/06/14, but I believe they refer to the same person.
96) Sǒngjong 220 19/09/28 muja, kwǒn 220, p. 13; b:3,4, “馳書濟州牧使許熙曰治齒醫女長德巳死無傳業者齒
曰鼻痛能충人勿論男女抄送.”
97) The term yǒǔi (female medical practitioner) is the same as ǔinyǒ.
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98) Sǒngjong 266 23/06/14 kyech'uk, kwǒn 266, p. 9; b:8,...... “癸丑右承旨權景禧啓曰濟州醫女張德能法齒虫
如鼻眼凡病瘡處皆去之將死傳其術於私婢貴今國家贖爲女醫欲廣傳其術使二女醫從行貴今秘不傳 (.......) 請栲貴今問
之 命貴今問曰使女醫二人從行汝秘不傳必欲獨其利也汝固諱當栲問其悉言之貴今曰我自七歲始學此街至十六歲乃成
今我非不盡心敎彼不能習耳.”
99) His pseudonym was Ch'ǒngp'a, A literati (munsin 文臣) of King Sǒngjong's period, Yi Yuk held,
among others, the position of Governor (kwanch'alsa 觀察使) in the provinces of Ch'ungch'ǒng and
Kangwǒn. He travelled also to Ming China, as official envoy of the Chosǒn dynasty, in 1490 and
1494. He authored Ch'ǒngp'a kǔktam (靑坡劇談 Pleasant Chats of Ch'ǒngp'a), and Ch'ǒngp'ajip (靑坡集
Collected Works of Ch'ǒngp'a).
100) A collection of reminiscences and stories compiled and published by his son after Yi Yuk's death.
101) His pseudonym was Yongjae. Better known as the author of the Akhak kwebǒm (樂學軌範 Canon
of Music), compiled in 1439, he passed the munkwa 文科 (Erudite Examination) under King Sejo, in
1462. He covered, among others, top positions in the Yemun'gwan 藝文館 (Office of Royal Decrees)
and in the Sǒnggyun'gwan 成均館 (National Confucian Academy), followed by the title of kamsa 監司
(Governor) in the P'yǒngan Province and of p'ansǒ 判書 (Minister) at the Ministry of Rites. After the
death of King Sǒngjong he was chosen to be one of the compilers of the Sǒngjong Sillok.
102) The oldest copy available corresponding to the version presented in the Taedong Yasǔng, seems
to have been printed in 1525 in Kyǒngju - (Yongjae ch'onghwa haeje, Taedong yasǔng vol. 1., p. 8).
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103) Ch'ǒngp'a kǔktam, in Taedong yasǔng vol. II, p. 133 - orig, text p. 550-551. 予少時, 見有濟州加
氏者, 出入士族第, 出齒虫有效, 其後同州婢張德, 學術於加氏, 凡齒痛及眼鼻有患, 出虫無數,病亦少愈,白日以針接
以筯鉤取虫,虫輒搖,數日不死,人環立而視之, 皆莫知其所以, 嘗立 大內, 治齒有驗, 命屬於惠民署爲女醫, 使年少女
醫數人學其術, 竟無傳者, 獨有私婢玉梅者, 嘗雇於其家, 張德死而玉梅盡得其術, 亦屬惠民署, 家與予比隣, 觀其所
爲, 眞幻術也. 予嘗奉使 上國,有呑針而出於鼻孔, 有木大小童應叱而自躍者, 其他養鳩燃火飛出孔等事, 皆驚駭耳
目, 盖其流耳.
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104) Yongjae ch'onghwa kwǒn 10, in Taedong yasǔng vol. I, p. 247 - orig. vers. p. 659: "朝廷揀各司各
官年小婢子, 屬惠民署, 敎醫書, 名曰女醫, 以治婦人之疾, 有一女, 來自濟州, 不知醫術, 惟去齒虫, 士大夫爭相邀
致, 其女死, 又有一女, 傳其業, 佘亦招來治齒, 令人仰面開口, 以銀匕物出小白虫, 匕不入齒, 齒不出血, 其容易如
此, 又不傳其術於他人, 雖朝廷治罪, 而猶不告, 此必幻術, 而非正業也."
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105) Sǒngjong 266 23/06/14 (kyech'uk), kwǒn 266; p. 9 b:8-15.
106) Honorific term used to indicate the queen.
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107) See the Introduction for an explanation of the terminology.
108) Two ancient legendary Chinese figures, thought of having invented medical arts.
109) Sǒnjo 126 33/06/25 pyǒngsin, kwǒn 126, p.192; b:13-16 "診候醫女秀蓮妃爲之.而醫女愛種稍解文字.其術
業似優於同類.自今同參入診.宜當.敢啓.答曰.側問愛種.似是倡女.雖有軒岐之術.不可出入於闕庭."
110) Sǒnjo 126 33/06/30 sinch'uk, kwǒn 126, p.206; b:5..... "曰.側問內醫女愛種.乃 ( )娼之甚者.本不可近於內
殿之側.藥房累度啓請入診.予明知其不可.而若强爲不聽.恐或藥房.反爲致疑.遂許其請.及其診候.(......)此人若爲內醫
女.出入闕中.則他日未必不誤人矣.(.....)愛種削去內醫女之籍."
111) The Siyakch'ǒng (侍藥廳) was a temporary institution established when the king's health was in
critical conditions. It was composed of the best specialists and acted under the direct supervision of
the Naeǔiwǒn (內醫院, Royal Medical Office).
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112) Sǒnjo 126 33/06/30 sinch'uk, kwǒn 126, p.207; a:10-15 "侍藥廳醫女等入診者.必以本業精通.用心謹愼之
人.方許入侍.醫女愛種.自上已知其爲不可.而爲藥房之任者.强請入診.(....)終不能有補於玉體.其使 ( )娼不曉本業者.
至近內庭之失.極爲駭愕.請藥房提調推考.次知醫官罷.醫女愛種拿鞫.答曰( ).愛種事.予( )其爲人.命去女醫之籍(而)己.
若至於治罪.則過矣."
113) See section on: Ki and their private life, at p. 63.
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woebang

25

22.73

Yanggye

8

7.27

P'yǒngan

Hamky ǒ ng/
Hamkil

Chǒlla

Kyǒngsang

Kyǒnggi

Ch'ungch'ǒng

Kangwǒn

Hwanghae

Cheju

TOTAL

23

7

15

12

3

8

3

3

3

110

20.91

6.36

13.64

10.91

2.73

7.27

2.73

2.73

2.73

%

114) The northern provinces in the figure include all entries recorded as the Yanggye region, P'yǒngan
or Hamgil (Hamgyǒng) regions.
115) The southern provinces include the Kyǒngsang (southeast) and Chǒlla (southwest) regions.
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116) The central provinces include the Kyǒnggi, Ch'ungch'ǒng, Kangwǒn and Hwanghae regions.
117) The Yanggye (兩界 Two Regions) area (corresponding to the present-day Northern P'yǒngan and
North Hamgyǒng provinces, in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea), was a region with special
administrative status during the Koryǒ (918-1392) and the Chosǒn (1392-1910) periods. Since the
beginning of the Koryǒ period the P'yǒngan region was called Pukkye (北界 Northern Region) or
Sǒgye (西界 Western Region), while the Hamgyǒng province was called Tonggye (東界 Eastern
Region). (Yu Hong-nyǒl, Han'guksa taesajǒn 柳洪烈, 韓國史大事典 The Encyclopedia of Korean
History, Seoul: 1992, p. 830).
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118) As reference, I have consulted the collection of local histories published in 1986 in Seoul by Asea
Munhwasa, under the title 韓國地理志叢書, 邑誌 Han'guk-chiriji-ch'ongsǒ, Ǔpji.
119) 韓國地理志叢書, 邑誌, 十四, 平安道 ①, 關西邑誌, 平壤一, p. 252/關西邑誌, 平壤續一, p. 360, (Han'guk
-chiriji-ch'ongsǒ, Ǔpji 14, P'yǒngando ①, Kwansǒ-ǔpji, P'yǒngyang-il, p. 252/Kwansǒ-ǔpji,
P'yǒngyang-sok-il, p. 360), Asea Munhwa-sa, Seoul: 1986.
120) More detailed reasons explaining such decrement will be given at pp. 118-120 of the present
work.
121) For a thorough explanation on the function of kyobang the reader may refer to note no. 146 at p.
54.
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122) During the Koryǒ period the Kyobang (敎坊 Court Entertainment Bureau) was, among others, in
charge of the musical education of kinyǒ. During the Chosǒn dynasty it was substituted by the
Kwansǔp Togam (慣習都鑑 Office of Occasional Music).
123) Kim Pu-sik (金富軾) (1075-1151), Confucian scholar of the Koryǒ period (918-1392), author,
among others, of the Samguk Sagi (三國史記 History of the Three Kingdoms).
124) Sam Dae (Chin.: San Dai, 三代), reference to ancient China, to the period of Xia (夏), Yin (殷) and
Zhou (周).
125) Kwansǒ Ǔpji, P'yǒngyang (1), kyobang section, (關西邑誌 ,平壤一, 敎坊): "麗臣金富軾曰宋使臣劉逵吳拭
來聘在館宴次見鄕粧倡女召來上階指闊袖衣色綔帶大裙歎曰皆三代之脈不擬尙行於此盖唐之遺制歟久矣敎坊之設也
師以慰原濕之行役攄逆旅之笑語亦賁餙太平之一事也玆亦不可不記. 妓生一百八十, 樂工二十八, 抛毬樂, 鼔舞, 扇
容, 響撥, 撥棹歌, 牙拍, 舞童, 蓮花臺, 鶴舞, 與民樂, 澫殿春, 感君恩, 步虛子, 雙花店, 翰林別曲, 西京別曲, 鳳
凰吟, 關西別曲.
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126) Yun Tu-su (尹斗壽), passed the munkwa (文科) examination in 1558. He was nominated Governor
(kwanch'alsa 觀察使) of the P'yǒngan Province in 1590, date of the ǔpji compilation consulted.
127) Song In-myǒng (宋寅明), passed the highest civil examination (munkwa 文科) in 1719 and during
the reign of King Yǒngjo (1724-1776) held very high positions, such as that of Minister of
Personnel (Yijo p'ansǒ 吏曹判書), Minister of State of the Right (Uǔijǒng 右議政) and Minister of State
of the Left (Chwaǔijǒng 左議政).
128) Kwansǒ Ǔpji, P'yǒngyang, Sokji 1 (關西邑誌, 平壤 續一, 敎坊): “營妓四十五名, 樂工九名, 府妓三十九名,
樂工三名, 澫殿春, 感君恩, 步虛子, 雙花店, 翰林別曲, 西京別曲等曲今不傳”.
129) Kamgunǔn (感君恩 Moved by my lord's (king's) grace) is a musical composition to praise the king's
holy virtue (sǒngdǒk 聖德). (Chang Sa-hun 張師勛, Kugak taesajǒn 國樂大事典, Dictionary of Korean
Music, Seoul: 1991, p. 76).
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130) Hallim pyǒlgok (翰林別曲 Song (pyǒlgok) of the Confucian Literati) is a composition originated
during King Kojong's reign (r. 1213-1259) of the Koryǒ period (918-1392). The text of this song is
contained in the Koryǒsa (高麗史 History of Koryǒ) and in the Akchang kasa (樂章歌詞 Music Texts
and Songs), an anthology of music texts of the 16th century). (Chang Sa-hun 張師勛, Kugak taesajǒn
國樂大事典, Dictionary of Korean Music, Seoul: 1991, p. 809).
131) The above-mentioned collections of musical scores were pointed out to me by Prof. Kim Yǒng-un
of the Academy of Korean Studies (Han'guk Chǒngsin Munhwa Yǒnguwǒn) in Sǒngnam, Kyǒnggi
Province, while I was visiting the Academy on a research-fellowship granted by the Korea
Foundation in 1996.
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132) Refer to Fig. 2 at p. 61 for an overview of the historical development of the music-related
institutions during the Chosǒn dynasty.
133) Song, Pang-song Han'guk ǔmak t'ongsa pp. 372-378.
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134) The meaning of the term poin (保人 provisioner), later in the dynasty called also pongjok (奉足)
has already been explained in note no. 256 at p. 96.
135) Honam Ǔpji, Naju (湖南邑誌, 羅州): “ 官職: (....) 衙前八十人, 妓生二十名......“.) Honam Ǔpji, Chǒnju (湖
南邑誌, 全州): ”官職: (...) 官奴四十四 妓生三十四 官婢二十八(...)“. (Han'guk chiriji ch'ongsǒ, Seoul: 1986).
136) Honam Ǔpji, Muju (湖南邑誌, 茂朱): “一 戶長 官奴十三人 妓生二十六名 (...)“. (Han'guk chiriji ch'ongsǒ,
Seoul: 1986).
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137) Prof. Kim Tong-uk refers to the existence of ki rosters, called kian (妓案) or kijǒk (妓籍). An
example of such rosters, even though of a later period, is given in Appendix B.
138) The document is presented in Appendix B of the present work. Please refer also to previous
note.
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139) The reader may refer to note no. 315 at p. 114 for an explanation on the concept of Yanggye
region.
140) Biographical data on Kim Chong-sǒ have already been provided in footnote no. 215 at p. 81.
141) Sejong 049 12/07/28 (pyǒngin), kwǒn 49; p. 8 a:2- p. 9, a:8.
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142) This element suggests that a poin equivalent figure as in the case of aksaeng and akkong might
have existed also for ki. For explanations on the poin/pongjok figure the reader is referred to note
no. 256 at p. 96, while for the terms aksaeng and akkong to notes no. 173 and no. 174
respectively.
143) One of these cases has been recorded in the Sejong sillok 003 01/03/04 (musin), kwǒn 3; p.
17/b: 3-4 "刑曹啓.廣州近京部.事劇而官妓婢數少.乞罷官妓. 從之“. As indicated in the text, the town
referred to is Kwangju, in Kyǒnggi province, close to the capital.
144) For a discussion on the kongmul concept, the reader should refer to the opening section of this
chapter.
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145) The title of Taegun (大君) was given to the king's direct lineal heir, or it could also be an
honorific title for members of the royal family who did not have a rank. Sons by secondary wives
were given the title kun.
146) Ǔian Taegun Yi Hwa was T'aejo's half-brother. Dynastic Foundation Merit Subject (Kaeguk
kongsin 開國功臣) of the beginning of the Chosǒn dynasty. He received the title of Taegun (大君)
(see previous note) in 1407. In the same year he was also nominated Minister of State (yǒngǔijǒng
領議政).
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147) During the Chosǒn dynasty the title of ongju was conferred upon the daughters of royal
concubines. Daughters by the primary wife had the title kongju. (Yu, H.Y: Encyclopedia of Korean
History, p. 888).
148) T'aejong 006 03/11/18 (imjin), kwǒn 6; p. 26b: 3-4 " 今者義安大君和妾梅花.本以官妓.名隸樂籍.幸免賤
役.又受翁主之. 巳失嫡妾之分.“
149) Kimhae, a city in Southern Kyǒngsang province.
150) T'aejong 014 07/11/02 (imja), kwǒn 14; p. 38 b: 4-5 "金海官妓七點仙爲 太上宮人.封和義翁主.“
151) The process of status change from ch'ǒnmin to yangin was called chongyang (從良).
152) Sejong 113 28/07/29 (ǔlmi), kwǒn 113; p. 23, b:6-12.
153) During the Chosǒn dynasty, official titles were organized into two main groups: the mun'gwan (文
官 literati) and mu'gwan (武官 military), representing the yangban (兩班 "the two orders"), the highest
social status group in traditional Korean society. Each class consisted of nine ranks (p'um 品), each
divided into two hierarchical subdivisions: chǒng (正), higher or senior, and chong (從), lower or
junior. The officials included here are those belonging to rank two and above, i.e. those belonging to
the Tangsang (堂上), the highest ranking officials in Chosǒn Korea.
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154) As to the number of ki deployed nationwide, Kim Tong-uk - quoting unspecified local histories
(ǔpji) - calculated it to be around 20.000, a good 0.5% of the total population. (Kim Tong-uk, Yijo
Kinyǒsa sǒsǒl, p. 7).
155) T'aejong 035 18/03/27 (chǒngch'uk), kwǒn 35; p.27 b:15 - p.28:1 "禮曺.據慣習都鑑 牒呈.女妓嫁良夫
所生女.屬蓮花臺.男屬都廳“
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156) The Chijungch'uwǒnsa, (abbr. chisa) was a position of senior rank 2 in the Privy Council
(Chungch'uwǒn).
157) Position of junior rank 2 in the Privy Council (Chungch'uwǒn).
158) Please refer to note no. 354.
159) Sejong 084 21/02/13 kwǒn 84; p.24 a: 9-13 "知中樞院事成達生.前中樞院事曺備衡.知中樞院事李中至上
言.臣等累年出鎭于外.各畜官妓于營中生子.依甲午敎旨從良畜養于家.今刑曺據丁巳年受敎.並收良案.還錄賤案.令從
役.乞依太宗成憲.復許爲良.不爾則願以奴㚼贖身.命刑曹並令贖身“.
160) Sejong 113 28/07/29 (ǔlmi) kwǒn 112; p.23 b:11-12 自今京外女妓.有品朝士交嫁所生,以年歲相准奴婢,從
父願贖身免賤. The expression 年歲相准 seems to mean that the slaves to be redeemed must not have
been born before this law was decreed. Since the law dates from 1446, they would have to be born
after that.
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1) Sin Yun-bok "A Courtesan", album leaf, ink and colour on silk, 28,4 x 19.0 cm., National Museum of
Korea. The painting is also known by the title: "A Woman Wearing a Large Hat (Chǒnmo)".
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2) “前人未發可謂奇.”
3) So it is called the upper part of the Korean traditional dress, hanbok, while the lower part, the wide
skirt, is called ch'ima.
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- 133 -
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4) K. Pratt, Korean Music, its History and its Performance, Seoul: 1987, p. 84
5) K. Pratt, ibid. p. 67.
6) K. Pratt, ibid. p. 69.
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7) Hong Kye-hǔi 洪啓禧 (1703-1771), famous Confucian scholar of the 18th century. Passed the
munkwa examination in 1737 and held important positions in the Chosǒn administration. Among them
the position of Minister of Rites and Governor of Hansǒng (present-day Seoul). He spent a long
period of time in the P'yǒngan province and was sent to Japan as a diplomatic envoy. (Yu
Hong-nyǒl, Han'guksa Taesajǒn, p. 1584).
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8) Please refer to note no. 109 at p. 43.
9) The screen was originally in eight panels, but only six are now left. (Han'guk-ǔi Mi, p. 227).
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1) Reproduced in Appendix B of the present work.
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2) The term "Thrice Following" (Chin.: sancong, Kor.: samjong) has been adopted from Ko, Dorothy
Teachers of the Inner Chambers, pp. 6-7 where she refers to a quote from the Book of Rites in a
translation by James Legge: "The woman follows (and obeys) the man: - in her youth, she follows
her father and elder brother; when married, she follows her husband; when her husband is dead,
she follows her son."
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3) Sǒngjong 291 25/06/11
4) The name means "pine tree" in Sino-Korean. Nothing is known about Songi's life. As in the majority
of cases, even her real name is unknown, as ki authors were handed down to posterity only by
their artistic names.
5) In Sino-Korean the word 'song' means pine tree, corresponding to the Korean term 'sol', contained
in the original version of the poem. 'Song' is also the name of the author. Hence the word-game
played by Songi in her short composition.
6) The translation provided here has been done by the author and presents all the limits and difficulties
encountered in translating in a language other than the mother tongue. It wishes to convey the
message of self-esteem contained in its lines.
7) The poem, a short verse composition (sijo), is listed under the number 2395 in Pak Ǔl-su Han'guk
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sijo taesajǒn, vol. 1, Seoul: 1992, p. 663.
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